Spaceflight Academy for CESA District #5 was a teacher workshop 1 that focused on the history, math, science, and technology of spaceflight. This workshop offered a unique approach to teaching by incorporating "real world" applications into the classroom.
For this year's workshop, instructors in the Cooperative Educational Service Agency #5 district were the target audience. The workshop was setup to provide 20 instructors with a full day of instruction and over $100 per person in materials and resources to take back to their respective classrooms. A lunch was also provided to all participants. After advertising extensively for this 3-12 workshop, a total of 21 instructors pre-registered for it. Four percent were elementary instructors; forty eight percent were middle level instructors while the remaining forty eight percent were high school instructors.
Due to the broad range of teaching levels present for this workshop, the workshop was broken into three basic segment/components -elementary, middle, and high school level topics. The workshop was co-facilitated. The AM sessions were devoted to elementary and middle level discussions while the PM session was devoted to high school topics. During these sessions the following topics/activities were covered: perception / paradigm shifts; center of gravity; Bernoulli implications; Newton's universal law of gravitation; various orbital shapes (conic sections); circular orbits; geosynchrous orbits; elliptical orbits; spaceflight mathematics; history of human space exploration; and technologies of space exploration.
Evaluation Results
At the conclusion of this workshop, the following questions were asked on an evaluation form. The results, of this evaluation, are based on a 100-point scoring system with 100% = strongly agreeing with the provided statement, 80% = agreeing with the statement, and so on. "As part of my space unit for grade 8 science and to share it with elementary teachers." "I teach a physical science class in which I will be incorporating most of these activities." "I have a project where these activities can be incorporated." "I plan to use a lot of the activities for building inquiry into my class." "I'm definitely going to use the constellation chart and the mind challenges." "I will use the celestial cylinder -Way better than a planisphere or other versions." "Add to our current unit of study -Gives us more hands-on activities." "Expand grade 6 space / astronomy unit. Fun ways to explore Bernoulli." "Use the software for our astronomy unit -Show the students different scenarios." "Complete the rocket project with our astronomy and physical science units."
11. Please express any additional comments regarding the workshop and/or instructors.
[*The following are highlights of responses to this question] "Very knowledgeable instructors." "This was a fantastic workshop. I have never had so much fun and had so many classroom applications!" "Great workshop with wonderful ideas." "Well done and great hands-on activities for students to get them interested in space topics." "Super job -A rare workshop that allowed me to take many things with me to use in the classroom." "Well done! Great sense of humor! Thank you for your time and expertise. Nice freebies!" "Loved the door prizes!" "Very knowledgeable instructors -Enjoyable workshop." "Exceptionally well done!" "Thanks, I loved it!" "Loved this opportunity -So many wonderful ideas to use in many aspects of teaching. Thank you!" "I found this course particularly useful because it included quick, very easy activities that I can readily incorporate into my curriculum."
Evaluation Analysis
Based upon the positive evaluations and comments of these grades 3-12 teachers, there should be a definite increase for interest in space, aerospace, space-related science, design, technology, and its potential benefits for their students in CESA District #5. Invariably, based on our evaluations, this project should allow secondary (pre-college) students the opportunity to increase their interest, recruitment, experience and training in the pursuit of space or aerospace related science, design, or technology in CESA District #5.
The project has self-sustaining/replicable qualities due to the fact that the instructors that were trained were supplied the basic materials to go out and duplicate the work that we incorporated in our workshop. The goal is for teachers to go back to their classroom and replicate this work to their students -The "multiplier effect" is then engaged. Through this effect, each teacher is able to provide their students with exposure to this exciting curricular approach. For the 2011-2012 school year, 1415 students will have the opportunity to be exposed to this worthwhile curriculum. Based upon the amount of grant money received from the Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium (WSGC) and the number of students each registered instructor has, it only cost WSGC an average of $1.51 per student to run this workshop -This is an amazing investment!
The goal for this program is to have it ultimately offered throughout the state. Based upon the workshop's evaluations, the project certainly met this year's specific goal of Teacher Training. The whole purpose of the project is to educate, train, and excite teachers about the math, science, technology, and history pertaining to spaceflight -This workshop definitely and successfully accomplished this feat.
